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powers when he met Lewis. ' The Monk' owed much to German
influence, and among the most admired parts of the tale were
the romantic ballads interspersed through the prose. Accord-
ingly, Scott's first attempts at poetry were translations of German
ballads, soon followed by imitations on his own account. Some
of these were published in Lewis's 'Tales of Wonder.5 Scott pub-
lished also a translation of Goethe's' Goetz von Berlichingen/
The tame reception of these first efforts convinced him that
' the practice of ballad-writing was for the present out of fashion,
and that any attempt to revive it, or to found a poetical character
upon it, would certainly fail of success/ At the same time his
literary ambition was far from being quenched. It had in fact
become a settled purpose, and he deliberately resolved to content
himself with a moderate income from his profession, relinquish-
ing all effort after honour and eminence in it 'with the hope-of
making some figure in the field of literature/ He cast about for
a suitable vehicle and a suitable subject, and in the meantime
busied himself collecting old Border ballads and traditions,
unconsciously 'making himself for what was to be his great
work in life.
Chance threw a subject in his way. The young Countess of
Dalkeith, wife of the heir apparent to the headship of the clan
Scott, had heard the legend of Gilpin Horner—a strange tricksy
goblin who appeared among the Borderers in the shape of an
ugly little dwarf, and had a habit when excited of muttering
'Tint! Tint! Tintj' (Lost!Lost! Lost!} as if it had strayed,
away from its supernatural master into human society. The
Countess suggested to Scott that he should write a ballad about
it. A suggestion from such a quarter was a command : it was
a delightful compliment to the sentiment of which Scott's mind
had been full to overflowing from his early youth, that he, the
bard of the clan of Scott, should receive a theme from his feudal
Ladye1. Besides, the supernatural had a peculiar charm for his
imagination. He accepted his task with joy. At first he thought
only of making a ballad to go with other modern ballads, in
** The only word in the f Lay* spelt in an archaic manner (with the
exception of 'abbaye') is this ward Ladye—probably with the view of
marking its old meaning as the feminine of Lord.

